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Abstract:
An intelligent agent often fails to learn when it encounters a new environment because it forgets what it
has learned. This impacts the stability of learning process. One instance of this is well-known
“catastrophic forgetting” of neural networks. Biased input data used for neural network training cause
the networks to lose the learned knowledge as new data arrive from outside the old data space. To
overcome this, sparse Bayesian reinforcement learning proposes a way to gradually gain knowledge
about the domain with a sparse learning model for efficiency. Robust learning can be achieved through a
knowledge augmentation framework. With the proposed heuristics, we claim that the sparsity of the
domain is maintained. The Bayesian model makes learning more efficient by providing a way to make a
correct decision depending on the confidence of estimation. The proposed framework has been
successful applied to analytical learning and efficient search for transfer learning and efficient fine
control. This will be demonstrated in application to control of a simulated octopus arm.
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